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ABSTRACT

Effect o f Atmospheric Variations on Subsurface
Flow and Transport

by
Laila Badran
Dr. James Cardie, Examination Committee Chair
Associate Professor o f Civil and Environmental Engineering
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas

This thesis investigates the effect of atmospheric variations on subsurface flow
and transport at the proposed high level waste repositoiy^ at Yucca Mountain, Nevada.
The conditions of subsurface transport were simulated with NUFT (Nonisothermal
Unsaturated-Saturated Flow and Transport model) modeling software developed by the
Lawrence Livermore National Labs [Nitao, 1995]. Rock properties and surface ambient
conditions specific to the mountain, including diurnal and seasonal changes in
temperature, pressure and humidity were incorporated into the NUFT model. The effects
o f changing atmospheric conditions on the liquid and vapor phase components and fluxes
were examined as well.

Time swing analysis of weather data is simulated with a

trigonometric projection o f actual site data. Climate changes in the mountain, due to
superimposed temperature and barometric cycles over diurnal and seasonal cycles, are
then compared to both actual site data reports and a numerical representation of Stokes^
Second Problem (The Oscillating Plate).
ii
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Yucca Mountain, Nevada is currently being considered as a prospective
commercial nuclear waste repository for spent nuclear fuel and other high level
radioactive waste.

The location of Yucca Mountain is shown in Figure 1.1.

The

mountain is composed of alternating layers of fractured volcanic tuffs through which
liquid and vapor can flow.

The mountain’s stratigraphy, showing the different

unsaturated and saturated rock layers as well as the location of the water table and
proposed repository zone are displayed in Figure 1.2.
This thesis evaluates Yucca Mountain with and without the repository in place,
noting the effect that the changing atmospheric conditions have on the near-surface flow
and transport conditions.

It also examines potential surface temperature increases

resulting from the emplaced repository.
Six major computer simulations were generated, including the effect o f a diumal
temperature cycle, a diumal barometric cycle, the simultaneous imposition of the diumal
temperature and barometric cycles, the imposition of the seasonal temperature cycle, the
imposition of a simulated nuclear heat source with fixed atmospheric conditions, and
finally, the imposition of the seasonal temperature cycle with the heat source. In order to
accurately assess the effect that the imposed cycles have on the mountain’s natural

1
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systems, each o f the simulations were started from a state o f equilibrium, and each
simulation was created by fluctuating the temperature and or pressure from the basic
equilibrium simulation. The results showed that the largest effects will take place in the
top 10 meters o f the mountain. The effect of the imposed cycles was apparent in the
fluxes and other properties evaluated in the mountain.

Although in most cases the

amplitude o f the change was quite small, it was apparent that there was a net movement
o f water (as liquid and/or vapor) and heat out of the mountain. The simulation o f the
mountain with the repository in place showed a greater effect on subsurface conditions.
Although these fluxes were apparently small, larger amplitudes and greater values for the
moisture and thermal fluxes out of the mountain and into the atmosphere were
demonstrated when the repository was included.
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CHAPTER 2

SITE CHARACTERISTICS

2.1

Introduction
The arms race led to the development o f the Nevada Test Site (NTS), where its

primary use from the I960’s through 1992 was testing o f nuclear devices. Although the
Nevada Test Site is no longer being used to detonate weapons, the location is now being
considered for another nuclear project. Yucca Mountain, on the border of the Nevada
Test Site, has been selected as a possible repository for the nations’ high level radioactive
spent nuclear fuel.
The focus o f this thesis is on the hydrothermal changes that may occur near the
surface of the mountain as a result of siting the nuclear repository. Previous studies on
the suitability o f Yucca Mountain as a nuclear repository have focused on the
hydrothermal changes that the mountain undergoes near the repository layer. Studies
concentrating on near surface changes due to the emplaced heat source have not been
conducted.

Physical Description of the Mountain
Yucca Mountain is a faulted ridge consisting o f a series of layered, nonwelded
5
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and welded, variably fractured and saturated pryoclasric rocks. The topography of the
mountain has been defined by erosional processes on the eastern sloping ridge and along
faults and fault scarps that have created a series o f washes that are downcut to varying
degrees into different bedrock layers. The bedrock exposed at the surface or directly
underlying alluvial cover ranges from nonwelded, unffactured rock that has 40-percent
total equivalent porosity, to densely welded, highly fractured rock that has less than 10percent porosity [Flint, 1995].

The alluvial/colluvial surficial deposits have varying

gravely texture with rock fragments (greater than 2 mm) constituting between 20 and 80percent of the total volume. More stable surfaces, generally on the flat upland ridges,
have higher clay contents.

Deeper soils in the center of the washes have developed

cemented calcium carbonate layers that are either a petrocalcic horizon or a duripan
(silica-carbonate cemented pan). Because of the high variability and range of properties
and surface features, descriptions are qualitative in terms of slope and soil depth. As a
mountain, its make-up consists of different rock layers creating a unique matrix and
system of fractures. It is along these pathways that the possibility o f flow and transport
occurs. There may exist the possibility of flow o f ‘“substances” in either the liquid phase,
the gaseous phase, or both. The state in which this transport of substance occurs depends
on many things, mainly the conditions existing in the mountain at any given point in
time.
The geological properties of the different rock layers that were incorporated into
the simulation code include porosit}', bulk density', particle density, saturated hydraulic
conductivity, thermal conductivity, moisture retention characteristics, and tortuosity.
These are the prime characteristics that define the different rock layers [Nitao, 1995].
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The weather conditions existing at Yucca Mountain are normally dry' and hot.
During the summer months, the peak daytime temperature normally varies from a
maximum of 50 ”C to a minimum o f 42 "C with rare summer showers.

During the

winter, the temperature can fall as low as - 5 °C [Flint, 1995].
From site visits, the mountain surface directly above the actual location of the
proposed repository has a thin alluvial and colluvial soil layer cover.

Due to the

difficulties experienced in collecting data and properties pertinent to that layer, the
mountain was simulated without including this layer. Since most vegetation is anchored
to that layer, near surface évapotranspiration was not accounted for as a potential uptake
of water from rainfall, and was not included in the simulations either.
Analysis of data collected from the boreholes showed that the depth o f penetration
of seasonal moisture was influenced by several factors, including soil stratification,
where contrasting soil textural layers may promote lateral flow, thereby minimizing the
wetting depth. Antecedent moisture conditions, such as dry soils with small pores with a
high percentage of entrapped air may minimize the wetting depth penetration. The time
of the year during which the precipitation is occurring is also important.

Winter

precipitation, for example, occurs with very low évapotranspiration rates. The type of
plants available and their characteristics, are also important, such as how much and when
they transpire, rooting characteristics and other pertinent features.

Average annual

precipitation at the site is about 170 mm [Breese, 1992]. In the summer, it usually occurs
as localized thunderstorms when the évapotranspiration demand is very high.
Precipitation in the winter occurs as snow or rain with storms being more regional.
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8
Evapotranspiration is low at this time o f the year, and precipitation in the form of rain or
slowly melting snow may penetrate deeper into the soil profile.
The net infiltration (the component of precipitation that percolates downward
beyond the influences of évapotranspiration to recharge the ground-water system) is an
important boundary condition for hydrologie flow models. Net infiltration is used to
calculate flux through the thick unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain, and therefore is
important to specify the conditions at which any given boundaries are operating. One
particularly important study was devised to characterize net infiltration through the use of
volumetric water-content readings using neutron boreholes over a period o f nine years
from 1984 to 1993 [Flint, 1995].

Boreholes were located in topographic positions

representing infiltration zones identified as ridgetops, sides lopes, terraces, and active
channels. Flint shows that the depth of infiltration o f water fluctuates more obviously on
a seasonal rather than a diumal basis, and estimates can also be established for longer
time cycles. Fracture filling occurs to varying depths in different locations but commonly
ranges from about three to fifteen meters. The presence o f fractures affects, and usually
increases, the penetration of water into the profile because of an increase in storage
capacity and vertical fracture flow. Theoretically, under unsaturated conditions, fracture
flow will not be initiated if the surrounding matrix has smaller pores than the aperture of
the unfilled fractures, and the matrix must be nearly saturated to initiate fracture flow.
However, if pulses of water do flow into fractures, the much higher conductivity of the
fractures, along with the smaller volume of water, will conduct the water to greater
depths provided the fractures are connected and vertically oriented.
The water content varied among boreholes in different topographic positions, as
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measured by the volume o f water and by the depth of the infiltrating pulses.

The

moisture profiles in the channel and terrace boreholes were similar, where Flint found
that over an eighteen month period, the water did not penetrate vet)' deeply (about 2 - 3
m), and most of the water was held close to the surface in the soils that had large storage
capacities [Flint, 1995]. Ridgetop locations were generally flat to gently sloping and
were higher in altitudes and therefore received higher amounts of precipitation. Ridgetop
soils had relatively thin to no superficial deposits, and experienced an infiltration rate
greater in storage capacity than for all the other locations [Flint, 1995]. The depth o f
infiltration was estimated for logs from 34 boreholes located in two washes, Pagany
Wash to the north of the potential repository location, and WT-2 Wash to the south. Both
wash study sites included ridgetops, sideslopes, terraces, and channel topographic
positions. In general, the depth o f infiltration in the channels did not exceed the depth of
alluvium.

In several boreholes, the downward component of infiltration ended at the

tuff/alluvium interface, indicating a barrier caused by the lower conductivity and lower
storage capacity in the lower porosity bedrock. This phenomenon is commonly referred
to as the contrasting textural layer effect and is due to major differences in matrix
potentials between the alluvium and the tuff. Analyses o f the measured profiles indicated
that the thinner the soil cover, (i.e. storage capacity) the deeper the measured increase in
volumetric water content, indicating greater net infiltration, which is especially evident
when surface flow concentrates run off locations underlain by fractured bedrock.
The more deeply the water penetrates, the less likely that it will be lost to
évapotranspiration. In an environment that has a high evaporative demand, it is more
important to assess the depth-of-water penetration than the volume of water entering the
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profile in order to estimate net infiltration. This penetration is influenced by the potential
for surface storage, the timing o f the precipitation, the presence o f fractures, and the
relative saturation o f the wetting front when it reaches finctured bedrock [Flint, 1995].
Studies at the site found that recharge varies from 0 to 20 mm/y, and that on
average, an annual rate o f 6.2 mm/y o f infiltration occurs at Yucca Mountain [Fransioli,
1997]. For the purposes o f the simulations presented in this thesis, an infiltration rate o f
8.5 mm/y was introduced into the mountain at a depth o f 9.4 m. Initially, to produce the
site-measured infiltration rate into the mountain, the simulations were run with
improbable infiltration rates at the surface. To overcome this problem, the source point
was moved from the surface to a depth o f 9.4 m. This depth was chosen because, from
the previous simulations, that location produced the required the infiltration rate, the
penetration depths were found to be no greater than 10 m. Moving the source point down
from the surface to the new depth allowed the more reasonable infiltration rate of 8.5
mm/y to be used. This value led to the required infiltration
rate o f 6.2 mm/y at the repository depth of 305 m below ground surface.

2.3

Characteristics of Repository-Emplaced Mountain
A large number o f modeling studies have been conducted in addition to research

conducted on the actual physical properties of the mountain. According to Buscheck and
Nitao [1993], studies o f Yucca Mountain prior to 1991 had focused on the effect that farfield infiltration under ambient conditions or hydrothermal flow in the near-field waste
package environment had on hydrological performance.

Numerical modeling studies
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were conducted to predict the time-dependant temperature distribution within the
emplacement boreholes or drifts and surrounding host rock for various repository design
concepts, thermal loading conditions, and waste receipt and operating scenarios. Such
studies involved either finite element codes of thermal radiation and heat conduction or
spatial and temporal superposition o f heat conduction calculations. These calculations
were conducted to account for the emplacement of individual heat sources over the
operational life and post closure performance o f the repository. Because these models do
not account for fluid phase changes or heat transfer mechanisms other than thermal
radiation or heat conduction, they cannot be used to explicitly predict dryout
performance. On the basis of the assumption that temperatures greater than the nominal
boiling temperature correspond to the absence of liquid water, the heat conduction
models have been used to estimate the minimum time that waste packages remain dry.
Nitao [1993] considered details o f temperature, saturation, and gas-phase
composition in the hydrothermally disturbed zone by using a model that assumed the
repository to be infinite in areal extent. Using a model that averaged the repository heat
load over a 3-km-diameter disk, Tsang and Pruess [1986] conducted repository-scale
calculations with an emphasis on thermally driven natural convection. Using a similar 3km-diameter disk-shaped model o f the repository, Buscheck and Nitao [1993] considered
a suite o f repository-scale calculations examining the hydrothermal response o f the
unsaturated zone to radioactive heat o f decay for 200,000 y resulting from areal power
densities (APD’s) ranging from 20 to 114 kW/acre for 30-and 60-y-old spent nuclear fuel
(SNF) packages. Smaller disk-shaped repository areas were also modeled.
Previous work by Buscheck and Nitao [1992] showed the duration o f boiling
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conditions to be primarily dependent on the areal mass loading o f the repository and less
sensitive to SNF age.

They also found that boiling could cause the dry-out zone to

extend 300 m vertically (200 m above and 100 m below the repository horizon), and that
rewetting of the repository horizon back to ambient conditions would require 200,000 y.
Calculations were made with a drift-scale model representing the actual
dimensions and spacings o f drift-emplaced waste packages and the emplacement drifts.
Calculations were conducted in order to examine the differences between the detailed
boiling and dryout performance o f the near-field, with the averaged performance
predicted by the repository-scale model.

The drift-scale model assumed an aereally

infinite repository with regularly spaced emplacement drifts. The repository-scale model
calculations showed that edge-cooling effects at the repository perimeter affected
temperatures and saturations in the outer one-third of the repository area. For the inner
two-thirds, the temperature and saturation histories were effectively those of an aereally
infinite repository. Consequently, the drift scale calculations were found to be applicable
to the inner two-thirds o f the repository area.
It is important to note that Buscheck and Nitao's previous [1992] work assumed
the water table to be at a fixed depth and at a constant temperature, causing the saturated
zone to act as both a heat sink and as a reservoir for rewetting the dryout zone. This is a
valid assumption for short-duration simulations of up to 3,000 y, at which time the
thermal transient reaches the water table.

Buscheck and Nitao [1993], conducted

calculations utilizing the same fixed-depth and constant temperature assumptions for the
water table. They also conducted an extensive suite of calculations with a model that
explicitly represented hydrothermal flow in the upper 1000 m o f the saturated zone to
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13
examine the effect o f their previous assumptions about the water table. In addition to
investigating the impact of saturated zone heat flow on hydrothermal performance in the
unsaturated zone, the effect o f repository-heat-driven hydrothermal flow on the
thermohydrologic performance of the saturated zone was also examined.
The simulations presented in this thesis fall within that assumption since the
durations o f the runs are short enough to reach completion before the existence of the
water table has any impact on the results. The maximum subsurface conditions occur
within a few hundred years, especially in the simulations including the heat source.
Buscheck and Nitao [1993], concluded their paper with a very insightful remark,
namely, that a critical consideration in determining whether the Yucca Mountain site is
suitable for the emplacement o f heat-producing, high-level nuclear waste is how heat
moves existing fluid at Yucca Mountain. It is at least as important as the effect of water
that has yet to infiltrate at Yucca Mountain.
A very important aspect in studying the site suitability o f Yucca Mountain
is the concept o f whether the heat flow would be conductive or convective [Buscheck &
Nitao, 1993]. This critical point was closely studied by K. Pruess et al. [1990] where a
phenomenon known as the “heat pipe effect” was described.
Emplacement o f the waste packages in an aquifer system causes temperatures to
rise in both rock matrix and fractures. Initially, this causes evaporation o f a small amount
o f liquid water, as the partial pressure o f vapor increases according to the saturated vapor
pressure curve, Py = PsatfP) [K. Pruess et al., 1990].

Boiling increases as the

temperatures in the system approach 100 °C. Most vapor generated in the rock matrix
flows towards the fractures. In addition, liquid flows from the interior o f the rock matrix
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toward the fractures, driven by gradients in overall pressure and capillary pressure. The
liquid vaporizes as it encounters a small pressure drop upon entering the fr-actures. The
vapor generated in the fractures flows outward, away from the heat source, and
condenses as it encoimters the cooler rock. The condensate then reenters the matrix
imder capillary suction and most o f the liquid migrates by capillary force through the
matrix down the saturation profile toward the boiling region near the waste package,
while a smaller amount flows outward from the condensation zone.

Because o f low

matrix permeability, radial outflow of vapor in the firactures exceeds radial inflow of
liquid in the matrix, so that the rock near the waste package becomes dry. Three distinct
regions of heat transfer develop as a result of the heat pipe phenomenon. In the dried
region near the waste package, heat flow occurs by conduction, with negligibly small
contributions from gas flow in response to changing temperatures. Beyond the dried zone
is a region with substantial heat transfer contributions from vapor-liquid counter flow.
This mechanism, usually referred to as “heat pipe” [Eastman, 1968], enhances the
thermal conductivity o f the medium, so that quite large heat fluxes can be transmitted
over regions with small temperature gradients. Beyond the heat pipe region is another
conduction zone, in which fluid flow contributions to heat transfer are negligibly small.
The heat pipe phenomenon examined and discussed by Pruess et al. is described in Figure
2.1 which shows the different zones described above and the movement o f the fluxes
within them.
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Fracturt

Matrix

Gas Flow

Liquid Flow

Figure 2.1 Illustration of the heat pipe phenomenon

2.4

Summary
The location of Yucca Mountain is in a dry and arid region with an annual rainfall

rate low enough to produce a minor infiltration rate which is essential to the success o f an
emplacement scenario.
Studies that modeled the thermal hydrological characteristics o f the mountain
under an emplaced heat source did not account for fluid phase changes or heat transfer
mechanisms other than thermal radiation or heat conduction, and as a result, could not be
used to predict dryout performance o f the mountain. It is therefore important to combine
a heat transfer model with the fluid flow occurring within the aquifer.
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Repository scale model calculations showed that temperatures and saturations in
the outer one-third of the repository were affected most by edge-cooling effects around
the repository’s perimeter, whereas the inner two-thirds o f the models reacted in much
the same maimer as an aereally infinite repository would. This effectively allowed a one
dimensional model to be used that would produce accurate results o f the hydrothermal
behavior o f the mountain under an emplaced heat source condition.
The assumption that the water table is at a fixed depth and constant temperature,
causing the saturated zone to act as both a heat sink and as a reservoir for rewetting the
dryout zone is an acceptable one. This is, considering the relatively short time it takes the
observed parameters of heat source simulations to reach their maximum values for
subsurface activity.
The existence of a heat source in conjunction with a fractured porous media and
naturally existing moisture, whether in the form o f liquid or vapor, can lead to a heat pipe
formation. Three distinct regions develop as a result o f the heat movement and pressure
gradients. In the area immediately in contact with the heat source, the dried region, heat
flow occurs by conduction.

Beyond that, is a region with substantial heat-transfer

contributions from vapor-liquid counter flow. This is the heat-pipe zone, which enhances
the thermal conductivity o f the aquifer, so that quite large heat fluxes can be transmitted
over regions with small temperature gradients. Beyond the heat-pipe zone, is another
conduction zone in which fluid flow contributions to heat transfer are negligible. This
heat-pipe effect is very clearly depicted in several graphs in Chapter 4, Results &
Discussions.
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CHAPTERS

NUMERICAL MODEL(S)

3.1

General Description of NUFT
The numerical code used for the simulations presented in this thesis is called

NUFT (Nonisothermal Unsaturated-Saturated Flow and Transport).

The code was

developed by John Nitao, of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory [Nitao, 1995], to
study the hydrologie thermodynamic and transport properties o f saturated and unsaturated
flow in multiphase and multicomponent systems.
The focus o f this thesis is on the transport o f the air, fluid or heat components,
with fluid in either the liquid or gaseous phase, and how the various atmospheric changes
that are imposed on the mountain, and the emplacement of a heat source affect the fluxes
o f these components and their phase fractions.
Generally, many flow and transport problems of practical interest cannot be
solved analytically and must be solved numerically on a digital computer using a
computer code or program. Ideally, a computer code should be able to solve a wide
range of problems in both the unsaturated zone and the saturated one, including
nonisothermal as well as isothermal cases. A nonisothermal case is one in which the
temperature is not constant in the region under evaluation. This is required when there is
17
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a heat source in the mountain generating a certain amount o f thermal energy. This energy
can then result in convective currents in the immediate area which will eventually reach
the top layers of the mountain and may have a significant effect on the flow and direction
o f the flux components. The isothermal case treats the problem without the convective
currents, i.e., the temperature is kept at a constant value throughout the mountain.
Essentially there is only one partial differential equation that appears in all models, the
equation that describes the balance of an extensive quantity.

Also, the boundary

conditions are essentially the same for all extensive quantities.
NUFT serves as an example of a code that can be applied to a large number o f
flow and contaminant transport problems.

It was written to solve subsurface

environmental problems, especially problems that require the prediction of contaminant
migration, e.g., the analysis of remediation methods, and the study of nuclear waste
isolation methods. The original emphasis was on the transport of multiple components in
a multiphase flow system. It has recently been expanded to make it applicable to a wide
variety o f saturated and unsaturated flow and contaminant transport problems. NUFT
solves the partial differential equations that describe the mass balances of multiple
components transported within multiple phases that occupy the voids of a porous
medium. The components and the phases are assumed to be in local thermodynamic
equilibrium.

The results of the calculations using NUFT are either time histories o f

concentrations, saturations, and fluid pressures at different or derived locations within the
problem domain, or spatial distributions of state variables at specified times.
NUFT consists o f several different modules. Each of the modules simulates a
certain aspect of the hydrologie performance in the mountain, studying the changes that
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take place as different parameters are varied singularly or in combinations.
The four basic variations of the model are as follows:
ucsat - unconfined aquifer, saturated flow model,
us Ip - unsaturated single phase flow model,
u slc - unsaturated single component transport model,
usnt - fully coupled unsaturated multiple phases, multiple components model
with isothermal and nonisothermal options.
All models share a common set o f internal utility routines, e.g., for input-output and
numerical algorithms.

The usnt model has the option to solve the energy balance

equation, coupled to the mass balance equations, thus facilitating the solution o f non
isothermal flow and transport problems.

O f particular importance, especially for

nonisothermal problems, is NUFT’s ability to properly input the appearance or
disappearance o f any phase, due to condensation and evaporation [Nitao, 1995].

3.2

Mathematical Model
The different modules that constitute the NUFT code are called up based on the

type o f problem and the parameters set by the user. In this thesis, the focus was on the
transport o f multiple components in multiple phases under nonisothermal conditions.
The module usnt is used for this class of problems. It considers the case of NP fluid
phases and NC components, where NP is the number of phases, and NC is the number o f
components present in the problem.
By summing up the mass balance equations for all components within a phase, the
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mass balance equation for that particular phase is obtained, and NUFT actually solves the
NC mass balance equations for the components and phases.
The mass balance equation given by Nitao [1995] for an individual y-component in all a phases is:
=
Oi(a)

+
(a)

+ ( l- 0 ) P ,r /
(a)

where :
<p

= total aquifer porosity

Sa

= specific storativity

cfa

= mass firaction

Pa

= fluid density

R^da =

Va

retardation factor

= phase velocities
= coefficient o f hydrodynamic dispersion

r^a ~

sources due to first order growth (or negative for decay)

in which the sum is over all fluid a-phases, for the y-components in the a-phase, defined
as:
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and the various K % ’s may be either constant or change as a function of the temperature.
NUFT assumes that there is a unique wetting phase Owet that can form a film on the solid
surfaces which can lead to sorption on the surfaces. Therefore,

= 0 for all a

ocwet-

The phase velocities as described in Wilcox [1997] are given by Darcy’s law.

where the phase pressures are given by the capillary pressure relationships.
In addition to the mass balance equations, under nonisothermal conditions, NUFT solves
the energy balance equation;
2
dt

X

) + (1 - 0 )PsCps( T - T ^ )

= -V E
.(O)

.(a)

ftpi A.K.+1(r)

.V ffld - A-.
J

vrJ

where:
Ua and ha are

the internal energy and enthalpy, respectively, o f the a-phase,

Cps is

the heat capacity of the solid matrix.

To is

a reference temperature,
is the coefficient of hydrodynamic dispersion o f the y-component in the a-phase,

h^a ate

partial enthalpies and
a‘=

E ( A . p.' +

d ")

(a)

is

the combined thermal conductivity and coefficient o f thermal dispersion of the medium

as a whole.
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Since

is a function of flow velocity, at this time, NUFT does not have a velocity

dependent thermal dispersion coefficient. The coefficient A*, for a liquid-gas system, for
example, is given by either.

or
-^ ) +

- ^,)

NUFT also has hard-wired correlations for aqueous phase viscosity and densities and
specific enthalpies o f liquid water and air-water gas phases. The mixing rule that is used
for the density o f a liquid phase is:

t -

Where

l f .

are partial densities. The density for the gas phase is calculated from the ideal

gas law with a correction for water vapor based on the steam tables. The enthalpy of a
phase is approximated by the mixing rule:
A. = E «
(■/)

In the modeling performed for this thesis, an effective continuum approximation
as described by Pruess, Tsang and Wang [1990], is used.

The key idea behind the

effective continuum model approach is that it assumes a capillary pressure equilibrium
between the fi-actures and the matrix o f a firactured aquifer. This assumption provides
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much simplification in the modeling o f flow through a given system although it has been
argued that the results from such a model may not give an actual indication o f the
movement occurring in the system. The matrix is defined as being the inner particulate
space within the rock layer, usually on quite a minuscule scale. Fractures on the other
hand commonly have larger diameters than any particular pathway o f a matrix system,
thereby creating a path-of-least-resistance for the component Capillary pressure in the
fi-acture is in equilibrium with the capillary pressure in the surrounding matrix such that
the capillary pressure function is P c (S b J =

Pc(Stj}.

The module, as presented by Preuss

[1990], calculates a weighted average liquid saturation based on :

S it =

where Su is the total liquid saturation in the aquifer, Sim and Sif are the liquid saturation o f
the matrix and the firacture, respectively, fm and ff are the porosity in the matrix and
firacture respectively, and Vm and Vf are the volumes of the matrix and the firacture in the
rock respectively.
The effective continuum model uses the Van Genuchten [1992] equations to
describe the capillary pressure and relative permeability of the firactures and matrix as
functions of liquid saturation. This set o f equations relates the liquid saturation o f the
system to the capillary pressure head, and the hydraulic conductivity o f the system to the
liquid saturation o f the aquifer in the following manner:
5 ,( /r )= S ,+

5 "-&
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and
/ires') =

where;
Sr = residual volumetric water content
Ss = saturated volumetric water content
h = capillary pressure head
Kg = saturated hydraulic conductivity
Se = effective saturation
(X, n = empirical constants

The relationship between the hydraulic conductivity and relative permeability, kr as
presented by Preuss [1990] is:

pk,q

where K is the hydraulic conductivity, p is the viscosity, p is the density, and ki is the
intrinsic permeability.

Finally, the equivalent continuum relative permeability for the

effective continuum model is then calculated in the following manner:

where kr is the equivalent relative permeability, km is the total permeability of the matrix,
krm is the fraction of permeability in the matrix, kf is the total permeabihty o f the fractures
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and krf is the fraction of permeability in the fractures.
The effective continuum model has been justified for use with many applications
involving large-scale areal flow simulations, since the area o f interest is sufficiently large
to smooth out hetergonities resulting from the presence of numerous fi-actures.
In the dual continuum approach [Faust, Huyakom and Lester, 1983], movement
along a fracture is anticipated to be substantially higher that movement through a matrix
network. The dual continuum approach takes care of this apparent oversimplification in
the modeling of an aquifer. It recognizes the matrix and the fracture as separate entities
capable of supporting flow rates quite independent and unrelated to each other.

It

assumes that two porosities and permeabilities are associated with the fractured aquifer,
the primary porosity and permeabihty are those of the porous, though low-permeability,
blocks that are separated by fractures.

The secondary porosity and permeability are

associated with fractures and/or solution channels. The secondary permeability is usually
high, whereas the secondary porosity is often very low. In the dual continuum model,
the porous matrix blocks are assumed to act as sources which feed the fractures with
fluid.

It is also assumed that the permeability of the rock matrix is so small that

movement of water towards a local point is entirely through the fracture network.
The balance equations are solved using an integrated finite-difference spatial
discretization technique. NUFT is based on the numerical technique called integrated
finite differences method. It is also referred to as the finite volume method. This method
allows finite difference elements of arbitrary polyhedral shapes, as long as the line
segment connecting the centroids of any pair of neighboring elements is orthogonal to
their shared boimdary. The integrated finite difference method reduces to the standard
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finite difference method when the elements constitute a standard rectangular mesh [Nitao,
1995].

The resulting non-linear system of equations are solved at each time by the

Newton-Raphson method. The NUFT program can solve one-, two, or three-dimensional
problems.
The variation in the following components was studied throughout the mountain :
temperature, liquid saturation, air mass fraction in the vapor phase, air mass fraction in
the liquid phase, pressure, relative humidity, liquid velocity, total air flux, total water
flux, component o f water flux in the vapor phase, component o f water flux in the hquid
phase, and thermal energy flux.
An exact solution to the Navier-Stokes linear diffusion equation:
du

d~u

dt

dy~

In semi-infinite fluid dimensions is a solution known as Stokes’ Second Problem
[Wilcox, 1997] where v represents fluid velocity and u = u(y,t). The problem describes
an infinite flat plate experiencing motion in its own plane. The plate motion for the
second problem is oscillatory with an amplitude Uo and a frequency o) such that the plate
velocity is :
Mphk

=u^sm(Ot

The fluid is incompressible with constant kinematic viscosity and pressure. The key
assumption in this problem is that the motion has persisted long enough that pure
sinusoidal motion o f the plate has been established The boundary conditions at the plate
surface is no-slip so that the fluid velocity matches the plate velocity, and the fluid far
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above the plate is at rest. Using the basic equations o f momentum conservation, these
boundary conditions produce the following solution;
M(y,r) =M„exp(-T7 )sin(û* -7?)

Where the dimensionless distance above the plate

, is defined as:

Û)

Use o f Stokes’ Second Problem will be utilized in Chapter 4 for the purpose of
verification of the results produced by the simulations, where:
T) = 4.5 (value at which perturbations die out)
CO =

the frequency of the oscillation

V= fluid kinematic viscosity
y = distance above plate
The application of Stokes second problem to the oscillation of the parameters in the
mountain is expounded upon in the appendix.
The results of the NUFT simulations were examined with visualization software
called EXTOOL. This visualization software is unique for problems such as these since
it provides the user with a vast array of viewing options. For example, it is possible for a
user to observe a given parameter’s variation throughout the mountains depth at a
specific point in time. Conversely, one may view the variation in a given parameter at a
specific location (depth) in the mountain over a specified time span.
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3.3

Physical System Simulated

The success and accuracy o f the simulations is primarily dependent on the parameters
that make up a very large part o f the code.

The simulations presented use a one

dimensional cylinder at the center o f the repository.

Since the code uses a spatial

discretization system to solve the balance equations, it is up to the user to specify the
spacing of the mesh to be used in the analysis. The focus of this thesis is on observing
how far down into the mountain superimposed conditions affect the mountains’
components, i.e., to what depth into the mountain these cyclic variations continue to
affect the conditions o f the components and phases in the moimtain. As a result, the first
5 m o f the mountain were divided into layers as small as 6 mm next to the atmosphere
boundary, and were gradually increased to a maximum o f 50 cm. The layers below the
top 5 m were not as finely discretized since it was assumed (and later verified) that
fluctuations and perturbations occurring in the mountain significantly died out beyond
this depth.
Six major simulations were generated and studied. Two temperature simulations,
one using a diurnal temperature cycle, one using a seasonal temperature cycle, a
barometric simulation, cycling pressure data over a one day period, a diumal simulation
with the imposition o f diumal temperature and pressure diumal cycles, a seasonal
simulation with the heat source, and a heat source simulation with fixed conditions.
To generate the temperature and barometric-dependent runs, an equilibrium simulation
was first needed.

This simulation was for the generation of a set o f equilibrium

conditions that would be used as input for the subsequent temperature and pressure
simulations. The boundary conditions in the equilibrium simulation were maintained as
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“clamped”, meaning that the atmospheric and water table conditions remained constant
This means that these two boundaries were maintained at constant pressure, temperature,
liquid saturation and air mass fraction throughout the length o f the run. The first
simulation produced was the Equilibrium Simulation, maintaining clamped conditions,
and run out for 10,000,000 y. This length of time was chosen based on the need to allow
the mountain enough time to reach a constant state, in equilibrium with the boundary
conditions, resulting in liquid saturation, temperature, and pressure profiles for the rock
layers between the atmosphere and the water table. These results were then used as the
initial conditions for the various temperature and pressure simulations. The importance
of starting oft the cyclic variation simulations from an equilibrium state is to ensure that
any changes that happen in the mountain are due to the imposed cycles only and not due
to disequilibrium in initial conditions.
To generate a temperature simulation, the equilibrium simulation was modified to
read the generated equilibrium output file (i.e., to read in the temperatures, pressures, and
liquid saturations o f the rock layers between the atmosphere and the water table at
equilibrium conditions), and a cyclic temperature file. Actual temperature data from the
site was obtained and statistically analyzed using simple averaging and deviation
techniques over twenty-four hour periods and yearly periods for the diumal and seasonal
simulations respectively. The temperature data was cycled on both a daily and a seasonal
basis using a FORTRAN program which used the mean temperature, the variation over
the period (obtained from statistical analysis o f site data) and the length of the simulation
to generate a sinusoidal wave of temperature variations from the maximum to the
minimum temperatures experienced over a given time interval.

Superimposing this
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temperature variation over the mountain at equilibrium conditions produces the
alterations that the mountain goes through in direct response to these temperature cycles.
The effect o f temperature on subsurface condition was studied over a diumal and
a seasonal time period. The duration of the diumal simulation was for a year, meaning
that the daily temperature and barometric cycle variations were imposed on the mountain
for 365 days. In ± e diumal simulations, the only parameter changed was the temperature
or the pressure to ensure that only one parameter was being studied at a time. For the
seasonal simulations, the unheated model was run out to 1,500 y. The heated seasonal
simulation was run out to 1,005 y to provide a fixed time scale for the comparisons. This
run time was chosen to allow the heated seasonal simulation to reach the point of
maximum heat generated and maximum surface temperature.
The simulation o f the mountain with the repository in place (Spent Nuclear Fuel
(SNF) package) with fixed boundary conditions, was run out to a time of 900,000 y basically, the time it took for the emplaced heat source to cool down. The Areal Mass
Loading used was effectively, 85 Metric Tons o f Uranium (MTU)/acre from 26 y old
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) 41500 GWD/MTU at 3.82% enrichment.

This

simulation was done without any changes to the atmospheric conditions over time, and
consequently, just shows us the activity that goes on in the mountain solely due to the
effect o f the generated heat without any temperature or barometric changes being applied.
The simulations were carried out on a UNIX setup on SUN workstations
coimected to an SGI Origin 2000. The duration of the runs varied depending on the
simulation being carried out. The diumal simulations which were being modeled for one
year took approximately 7 minutes to reach convergence.

The seasonal simulations.
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being modeled up to 1,000 years took longer, approximately 20 minutes till convergence
was reached.

The equilibrium simulation did not take long at all, approximately 4

minutes although it was being simulated for millions of years. This was because the
boundary conditions were fixed and there were no superimposed conditions upon it, and
so, convergence was reached rather quickly. The simulation that took the longest time
was the seasonal heat source simulation.

Since it imposed a sinusoidal temperature

variation at the atmosphere boundary and also carried out the extra calculations as a result
o f the emplaced repository, this simulation took approximately 52 minutes to reach
convergence.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

4.1

Simulation Descriptions and Results
A series of simulations were carried out, each with a different set o f defining

boundary conditions and changing parameters. The parameters of each simulation are
defined in Table 4-1.
The liquid saturation fraction is a measure o f the level of saturation o f liquid in
the atmosphere, rock layers, or water table relative to the total saturation (liquid and gas)
o f that layer and is therefore, a dimensionless parameter. The air mass fraction is a
measure o f the fraction of dry air in the atmosphere, rock layers or water table relative to
the total mass of gas (air and water vapor) in that layer, and is therefore, also a
dimensionless parameter.

32
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Table 4-1 Summary o f Simulations

No. 1

Name

Simulation
Time

4.1.2 Equilibrium 10,000,000
years

4.1.3

Diurnal
Temperature

1 year

4.1.4

Diumal
Pressure

1 year

4.1.5

Diumal
Temperature
Pressure

1 year

4.1.6 Heat Source

900,000
years

Atmospheric
Boundary
Conditions
P = 89400 Pa,
T =17.5 C,
SI = 0.00,
x.air = 0.9965
P = 89400 Pa,
SI = 0.00,
x.air = 0.9965
T = 17.5 C,
SI = 0.00,
x.air = 0.9965
SI = 0.00,
x.air = 0.9965

T = 17.5 C,
P = 89400 Pa,
SI = 0.00,
x.air = 0.9965
4.1.7 Seasonal
1500 years P = 89400 Pa,
SI = 0.00,
Temperature
x.air = 0.9965
4.1.8 Seasonal
1005 years P = 89400 Pa,
Temperature
SI = 0.00,
x.air = 0.9965
with Heat

Cycled Parameter

Heat
Source

none

N/A

Atmospheric Temperature
(To = 17.5 C,
temperature increment = 5 0)
Atmospheric Pressure
(Po = 86400 Pa, dP = 880 Pa)

j
I
j
i
j

N/A

N/A

N/A
Atmospheric Temperature and Pressure
(To = 17.5 C,
temperature increment= 5 C,
Po = 86400 Pa. dP = 880 Pal
none
I 85 MTU
i per acre

1
Atmospheric Temperature
(To = 17.5 0,
temperature increment = 11.635 0 )
Atmospheric Temperature
(To =17.5 0,
temperature increment = 11.635 0 )

where: P = pressure in Pascals
T = temperature in degrees Centigrade
S.L = liquid saturation fraction (dimensionless)
xair = air mass fraction (dimensionless)
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N/A

|
| 85 MTU
1 per acre
|
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4.1.1

Introduction to the Simulations
The simulation run time was chosen based on an estimate o f how long it would

take for each simulation to react to and stabilize under the conditions imposed upon it.
Each of these simulations was carried out on a one dimensional column at the
repository’s center between two boundary conditions, namely the atmosphere and the
water table.

The water table parameters were the same for each o f the simulations,

maintaining saturated conditions and a constant temperature o f 32.5 °C. The atmospheric
boundary conditions refer to the ambient conditions under which each o f these
simulations was run depending on what was being observed. This is the boundary that
sets the conditions for any given case, depending on the objectives o f that particular run.
Besides the mean atmospheric temperature o f 17.5 °C and the atmospheric pressure of
89400 Pa, the condition o f the atmosphere was further described by including the liquid
saturation and the air mass fraction. The requirements o f the simulations called for a
constant value o f liquid saturation, maintained at 0.00 and a constant air mass fraction
value (the firaction o f dry air in the atmosphere to the total mass o f gas (air and water
vapor) maintained at 0.9965 which is a dew point of -2 °C, and a relative humidity of
25% at 17.5 °C

[Breese, 1992].

A set o f plots was produced for each simulation, concentrating on the most
pertinent output of each individual simulation, depending on the varied parameter.
Although the EXTOOL software provides the user with a wide range o f options in terms
o f the output parameters to be graphically viewed, this thesis presents only the few with
relevance to the study. It is important to note that two versions of EXTOOL were used to
view the plots.

The older version used a sign convention, using positive values to
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indicate a flux out o f the mountain and into the atmosphere and a negative value to
indicate a movement o f the parameter from the atmosphere and into the mountain. The
newer EXTOOL version starts at a datum o f 0.00 with any positive values indicating a
measured flux out o f the mountain into the atmosphere.
A number of the plots are magnifications, concentrating on the top 45 cm of the
mountain.

The importance o f this depth is that studies carried out at the site have

indicated that the root zone o f most plants is within the top 45 cm and their existence
would take out very short term temperature fluctuations.
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4.1.2

Equilibrium simulation
The equilibrium simulation is the run from which all the subsequent simulations

are created. Since each simulation is studying the mountain’s response to a particular set
o f conditions, it is important to start off each simulation at a state where the mountain is
in equilibrium with the mean boundary conditions.

The equilibrium simulation uses

ambient atmospheric conditions (mean temperature o f 17.5 °C, atmospheric pressure o f
86,400 Pa, air mass fraction 0.9965, and atmospheric hquid saturation of 0.00).

The

simulation was allowed to run out for 10,000,000 y at constant conditions, without any
imposed cycles on it, long enough for the mountain to reach a state
o f equilibrium with the surrounding atmospheric conditions.
Figures 4.1.2(a), 4.1.2(b) & 4.1.2(c) show the changes in temperature, pressure
and liquid saturation that occur along a vertical through the mountain at different points
in time as a state of equilibrium between the two boundary conditions (the atmosphere
and the water table) is reached. Figure 4.1.2(a) shows the variation of temperature with
mountain depth at times 0 y, 3,000 y and 30,000 y As the plot shows, at time 0 y, the
start o f the run, no changes have taken place yet. At time 3,000 y, the differences in the
values of the atmosphere and water table parameters impact the mountains’ conditions, as
these conditions move toward a state of equilibrium between the two boundaries.
Although the equilibrium simulation was run out 10,000,000 y, at 30,000 y it becomes
apparent that a state o f equilibrium between the atmosphere and the water table has been
reached.

Figures 4.1.2(b) and 4.1.2(c) are plots o f the pressure variation and liquid

saturation variation respectively throughout the mountain depth at this equilibrium time
o f 30,000 y.
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4.1.3

Diumal-Temperature Simulation
The Diumal-Temperature (DT) simulation holds the atmospheric pressure

constant at 89400 pa, the liquid saturation at 0.00 in the atmosphere, and the air mass
fiaction at a value 0.9965 or a relative humidity of 25%, with a constant water generation
o f 8.5 mm/y at a depth o f 9.4 m, while the temperature, is cycled over a 1 day period for
1 year.
The value of the relative humidity is calculated as a function of temperature,
pressure and air mass fraction. The temperature cycle begins at the mean atmospheric
temperature o f 17.5 “C and then cycles the over the length o f 1 day with an amplitude of
5 °C, meaning that over the course o f the day, the temperature will reach a maximum
value o f 22.5 °C, return to the ambient temperature of 17.5 °C, continue on to a minimum
temperature o f 12.5 °C, and return to the ambient of 17.5 °C for the start o f a new
temperature cycle the next day.
To ensure that the results o f the simulation are due solely to the imposed cyclic
temperature variation, the initial conditions in the mountain are the equihbrium
conditions as determined by the results o f the equilibrium simulation.
Figure 4.1.3(a) is a representation of the variation o f the temperature (per the
temperature data cycle input file) throughout the mountain’s depth. The different graph
lines each represent one-eighth o f a day, therefore, all eight represent one full day in the
cycle. The plots are those o f day number 365 in the cycle. The last day in the simulation
is chosen since it is this point in time that most clearly represents the mountain in a state
of equilibrium with the imposed temperature cycle. The mountain actually comes into
equilibrium with the boundary conditions after approximately 8 days, so by day 365 in
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the cycle, there is no doubt that the observed effects are due solely to the imposed
temperature cycle. Figure 4.1.3(a) shows that the diurnal temperature cycle penetrates to
a depth of approximately 50 cm below the mountain’s surface showing that the top 0.5 m
o f the mountain is being affected.
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The sign convention used is that a positive flux is taken to be ‘movement into a
computational element’ while a negative flux is taken to be ‘movement out of a
computational element’ [Nitao, 1995]. As a result, when observing the top layers of the
mountain, a positive flux means a movement o f the component into the mountain and a
negative flux means a movement of the component out of the mountain and into the
atmosphere. The thermal energy flux is the vector representation o f Figure 4.1.3(a), as it
shows the movement of heat within the mountain as a reaction to the temperature cycle
imposed on it. Figure 4.1.3(b) presented below, shows that there is a variation in its
components to a depth of 50 cm into the mountain, (recall penetration depth noted in
Figure 4.1.3(a) o f 50 cm).
temperature gradient.

This is expected since thermal energy is driven by the

The energy flux follows the same pattern as the temperature

gradient in Figure 4.1.3(a). The flux does however come into equilibrium eventually,
approaching the background geothermal flux, very close to 0.20 Watts per meter squared
(W /m\)
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The variation of the liquid saturation throughout the different rock layers due to
the effect o f the temperature changes and hence relative humidity changes, are not of
great significance. Figure 4.1.3(c) shows an effect on the liquid saturation (or relative
humidity) only to a depth of 1.0 cm into the mountain. The liquid saturation is directly
correlated with the temperature and the relative humidity. As previously mentioned, the
air mass fraction is fixed. The saturated moisture content is a function o f temperature. As
the temperature cycles, the relative humidity changes since the ratio o f the actual amount
o f moisture in the atmosphere relative to the saturation moisture o f the atmosphere
decreases.
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The infiltration rate into the mountain was set at 8.5 mm./y at a depth o f 9.4 m
into the mountain. This rate was calculated to maintain the customarily used value o f 6.2
mm/y at the expected repository level. Figure 4 .1.3(d) illustrates the effect o f the diumal
cycle on the infiltration goes as far down as 40 cm. into the mountain. Since there was an
apparent overall rise in the liquid saturation level into the mountain, the inference is that
there is a net flux o f moisture out o f the mountain and into the atmosphere.

As

mentioned in previous chapters, the infiltration source o f 8.5 mm/y was introduced into
the mountain at a depth o f 9.4 m to obtain a net infiltration of 6.2 mm/y into the
mountain. The different plots of the water flux begin converging within the top 15 cm o f
the mountain, but the fluctuation amplitudes do not start dying out before the top 30 to 40
cm o f the mountain at an approximate value of 3.2E-08 Kg/s m^ . This flux value
represents the évapotranspiration that occurs within the top 40 to 45 cm o f the mountain.
Note that this convergence occurred before the introduction of the infiltration source.
Figure 4.1.3(d) is interesting in that it verifies the évapotranspiration depth of 45 cm that
scientists at Yucca Mountain had arrived at.
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Figure 4.1.3(e), a representation o f the water flux variation with respect to the
mountain depth, shows how the water flux changes at the different depths. There is an
obvious increase in the influx at a depth o f 9.4 m and it is maintained at a value o f 2.5E07 Kg/s m^, throughout the welded tuff rock layer, known as the Paint Brush layer. At a
depth of 120 m there is an increase in water flux to 3.5E-07 Kg/s m^ and remains constant
until the water table is reached. This plot reveals an overall outflux o f moisture from the
mountain and into the atmosphere. The higher flux encountered between 120 m and 700
m is due to the existence o f the water table. The water table source causing the moisture
to be drawn upwards towards the mountain surface.

Comparing figure 4.1.3(e) with

figure 4.1.3(d) shows quite clearly the effect that the introduction of an infiltration point
source has on the water flux in the mountain. Within the top 40 cm of the mountain,
there is an outflux o f moisture caused by the évapotranspiration process, and it remains at
that value to a depth o f 9.4 m where the infiltration source is introduced. This results in
the sudden increase in the flux where it remains constant throughout the Paint Brush
layer.

Beyond that rock layer, the effects o f the water table become more tangible,

causing another increase in the value o f water flux.
Figures 4.1.3(d) and 4.1.3(e) combined illustrate that the évapotranspiration
effects are felt to a depth o f 40 cm into the mountain, creating a net outflux o f moisture
from the mountain. Beyond the évapotranspiration layer, the moisture resulting from the
infiltration source reacts in an expected manner to the mountains’ stratigraphy and water
table.
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An overall comparison o f the four Temperature-Diurnal graphs reveal that
temperature variation has a greater effect on the penetration depth. This is depicted most
clearly when comparing the penetration depths of the energy and water flux plots.
Temperature variation had a 50 cm penetration depth effect on the mountain (illustrated
in figure 4.1.3(b)) compared to the penetration depth of 30 to 40 cm affected by the water
flux (illustrated in figure 4.1.3(d)).
To verify the penetration depth o f the energy flux results produced by the NUFT
simulations, the basic form o f Stokes’ Second Problem was utilized:

Different parameters than those defined by Stokes in his basic equation were used for the
purpose of this analysis. The empirical solution of Stokes’ second problem uses fluid
viscosity,

V.

In this simulation, an adaption o f Stoke’s equation is used, where the

temperature is the observed variable, and rather than fluid viscosity, v, thermal
difiusivity, a , is used, where:
k

With such a change, it was foimd that using a frequency œ of 7.27E-5 rad/s (frequency o f
temperature swing over a period of 1 day) the penetration depth y, as calculated per
Stokes’ Second Problem:
y=-

r]
CÛ

2a
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was 45.96 cm very comparable to the 50 cm penetration depth produced by the diumal
computer simulation.
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4.1.4

Diumal-Pressure Simulation
The Diumal-Pressure (DP) simulation holds the atmospheric temperature constant

at 17.5 °C, the air mass fraction at 0.9965, the liquid saturation at 0.00, and a constant
infiltration of 8.5 mm/y to a depth o f 9.4 m. The pressure is cycled for 1 day over a 365
day period with an initial mean atmospheric pressure o f 86400 Pa and an amplitude of
880 Pa. This means that over the course of one day, the pressure will reach a maximum
value o f 87280 Pa, retum to the mean 86400 Pa, to reach a minimum pressure of 85520
Pa and retum to the mean pressure by the end of the days’ cycle.
Figures 4.1.4(a) and 4.1.4(b) illustrate the depth a varying pressure cycle with a 1
day period, affects the mountain. As in Figure 4 .1.3(a), the graph represented here is day
number 365 in the cycle. Figure 4.1.4(a) reveals that the different components do not
converge until an approximate depth of 80 m into the mountain, at a pressure o f 87000 Pa
(very close to the ambient atmospheric pressure that the simulation starts off at). This
depth o f 80 m coincides with the Paint Brush welded tuff layer. As previously described
in Chapter 2, this layer has the capacity to absorb large hydrodynamic changes that take
place in the mountain.
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Figure 4.1.4(b) shows that there is a consistent increase in the pressure throughout
the mountain, even after the elements have converged to a state of equilibrium. This
follows from the hydrostatic relation equation d P = pgdz, where the datum is the
surface, and therefore dz increases with depth into the mountain.
From the gas-law relationship,
P
P=

RT

where the temperature is a linearly increasing function T = To ^ cc, ih e hydrostatic
relation equation becomes;

which after simple substitution integration leads to:
1.
OR

Pi

showing that the pressure varies linearly with depth into the mountain.
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Figure 4.1.4(c) is a representation o f the total air mass flux through the moimtain
in both its gaseous and hquid phases. There is httle effect on the mountain since the
penetration depth does not go beyond the 0.5 cm of the mountain. A similar result was
found for the water flux (not shown), where again, the penetration depth did not exceed
the top 0.5 cm o f the mountain.
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4.1.5

Diumal-Temperature-Pressure Simulation
The Diumal-Temperature-Pressure (DTP) simulation holds the air mass fraction

and the liquid saturation constant at 0.9965 and 0.00 respectively, maintained a constant
infiltration o f 8.5 mm/y at a depth of 9.4 m, and cycled temperature and pressure over a 1
day period for 1 year. The temperature cycle starts off at a mean temperature of 17.5 °C,
with a temperature change of 5 °C, while the pressure starts at 86400 Pa with a pressure
change o f 880 Pa. These changes in temperature and pressure reflect the same variances
that were used in the Diumal Temperature and Diumal Pressure simulations.
Although the phenomenon was studied, the results were of no great significance
and as a result, no graphs for the Diumal-Temperature-Pressure Simulation were
included. This concludes the diumal set of simulations.
From a close analysis of the three sets, it becomes apparent that most changes that
occur throughout the mountain coincide with the Diumal Temperature graph. It was also
apparent that the pressure cycle, in general, did not have a noticeable impact on the
hydrological or thermodynamic properties o f the mountain. AU of these indications lead
one to conclude that the temperature cycle, in general, is the primary atmospheric
parameter that wiU have the greatest diumal effect on the mountain’s properties.
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4.1.6

Heat Source Simulation
The H eat Source (HS) simulation holds all atmospheric parameters (temperature,

pressure, air mass fraction and
e liquid saturation) constant, while maintaining an infiltration o f 8.5 mm/y at a depth o f
9.4 m. Consequently, there are no imposed atmospheric changes. The results o f this
simulation show the impact o f a large heat source emplaced in the mountain has on the
natural hydrological and thermodynamic systems.
The HS scenario is brought about by including Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF)
packages in the simulation.

The thermal load is 85 MTU/acre from a 26 y old

Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) 41500 GWD/MTU at 3.82% enrichment

The

calculations involved in setting up the SNT parameters for the HS simulation are given in
Appendix A. The set o f graphs produced for the HS simulation, concentrating on the
most pertinent output parameters, clearly illustrate the physical changes the mountain
goes through due to this large heat source.
Figures 4.1.6(a) and 4.1.6(b) represent the variation o f the temperature (per the
heat source input file) throughout the mountain’s depth.

Figure 4.1.6(a) shows the

temperature variation throughout the mountain at 100 y. This time frame was selected
since this is the time at which the repository temperatures are near maximum. The path
that the temperature, thermal flux and liquid saturation follow illustrate the heat-pipe
effect. From a depth o f 125 m to about 350 m there is no apparent thermal gradient.
However, as will be explained in following sections, there is definitely a movement o f
heat and moisture (Figures 4.1.6(d) & 4.1.6(f)) throughout the mountain.
transferred either through conduction, or convection, or both.

Heat is

A perceptible gradient
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needs to be present for transfer via conduction to occur.

Convective heat transfer

becomes the dominant transport mechanism when a perceptible thermal gradient is
lacking.

140,
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Figure 4.1.6(a) Heat Source Temperature at 100 years
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Figure 4.1.6(b) shows a slice through the mountain over different points in time
where the changes that occur due to the heat source become very evident Figure 4.1.6(b)
illustrates that the later in time the slice is taken, the further up towards the mountains’
surface, the heat moves. The greatest differences being between the slice at 100 y, where
the high temperature is still more or less concentrated below the top 100 m, and at times
300 or 400 y where the temperature effect has migrated towards the top 30 m. o f the
mountain. There is a considerable change in the shape o f the plot by year 10,000 where
the heat in the different boundary and rock layers are significantly coming into
equilibrium with each other. Year 100,000 illustrates a dramatic change in the shape of
the profile, showing that the boundary and rock layers are almost in complete equilibrium
with each other now. By the end o f the simulation run, time 900,000 y, the temperature
gradient has reverted to its original state, and coincides exactly upon the temperature
profile taken at year 0, implying that the mountain has reverted back to its original state.
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Figure 4.1.6(c) is included to show the propagation effects of the temperature
through the mountain over time. The different lines are slices through the mountain over
a time period from 3,000 y to 300,000 y. It is apparent from Figure 4.1.6(c), that with a
starting time o f 3,000 y, the maximum temperature is 95 °C. The temperature does not
cool down until 300,000 y, where the maximum temperature is 32.5 °C at the water table
level. At 3,000 y, the graph still has the shape associated with the heat-pipe effect, where
temperature migration has taken a prominent position through the mountain.

From

10.000 to 30,000 y, the temperature line starts to take on a smoother shape.

There

appears to be an obvious thermal gradient from the maximum temperature at that point in
time (53 ”C) in both directions, both towards the atmosphere and towards the water table.
The temperature shces continue to take on a less inclined thermal gradient, until at time
300.000 y, the SNF has completely decayed, and the mountain is back to the original
state. It should be noted that at time 300 y, the effects o f the heat source have not yet
reached the water table, in fact, the heat source effects do not reach the water table before
3.000 to 4,000 y.
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Figure 4.1.6(d), the thermal energy flux graph is a dynamic representation o f the
HS temperature graphs , as it shows the movement o f thermal energy throughout the
mountain as a response to the heat source.

As previously mentioned, the numerical

convention is that a positive flux is taken to be ‘movement into a computational element’
while a negative flux is taken to be ‘movement out o f a computational elem ent’ The
most interesting result in Fig. 4.1.6(d) is the heat flux slice at 100 y. It shows the flux
from the repository towards the top 125 m of the mountain as a steadily decrea sing
negative

flux as one moves into the mountain from the surface, which, according to the

convention indicates that the heat is propagating from the heat source towards the
mountain’s surface. The 25 meters between the depths o f 100 m and 125 m show the
propagation front. At 1,000 y, the heat flux pattern is constant throughout the top 350 m
of the mountain. At this time, the SNF has significantly decayed, although there is still
an obvious temperature gradient in the rock layers before the repository and after the
repository (Fig 4.1.6(b)). At 1,000 y, the flux in the upper mountain is still negative,
indicating that heat is still being transferred from the mountain to the atmosphere. Below
the repository, the flux is positive, meaning that there is a slight influx of heat into the
rock layers below the repository. These demonstrate the geological properties o f the Tiva
Canyon and Paint Brush rock layers above the repository. These rock layers, due to their
geological makeup act as large heat sinks that absorb heat generated from the proposed
repository.
It is the existence of these two rock layers make a hot repository viable at that location.
The location of the repository is such that it will cause heat to flow outward from it in
both directions, both upwards in the rock layers above the repository and downwards into
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the rock layers below it. As the simulation continues, the flux decreases until at time
100,000 y, the flux decays to 0.2 W/m^ which is the natural, background geothermal flux.
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Figure 4.1.6(e) shows that the greatest temperature effect on the pressure is at
time 100 y. Beyond that time, the pressure starts to normalize back to its original levels,
and it is apparent that at 1,000 y, the mountain is still in the process o f reaching a more
normal state. The variation in the pressure profiles between 1,000 y and 100,000 y, are
not that significant, and there does not appear to be any major signs o f disturbance at the
repository level. In addition, the pressure profile at 100,000 y coincides directly with the
pressure profile at time 0 y, implying that by 100,000 y the heat source no longer has an
effect on the pressure distribution. The mountain has returned to its original state of
equilibrium.
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Figure 4.1.6(f) shows the reaction o f the liquid saturation in the mountain to the
temperature changes. O f particular interest is the liquid saturation graph at time 100 y.
At this point in time, the liquid saturation is at its lowest since the temperature is at its
maximum (140 °C) at the repository level. There appears to be more variation in the
liquid saturation below the repository, more so than in the rock layers above it. This is
probably due to the existence of the water table below the repository, which causes
moisture migration via capillary action toward the repository area after the heat source
has dehydrated the area beyond an equilibrium state.
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The possibility o f moisture migration toward the repository is more clearly
illustrated in the water flux graph. Figure 4.1.6(g). Since our infiltration source is not at
the surface, but at a depth of 9.4 m, we see that the water flux is negative, since there is a
movement o f moisture into the atmosphere from the mountain up tiU that rock layer.
Below the depth of 9.4 m, the infiltration point source, the flux becomes positive,
indicating that the moisture is now moving into the rock layers. Except for the water flux
profile at 100 y, all the other simulated times more or less fall within the same range and
follow similar patterns. The largest divergence from the equilibrium flux is occurring at
100 y, due to the fact that this is when the temperature in the mountain is at its maximum,
and the moisture in the mountain is reacting to the presence o f such a large heat source.
In the rock layers below the repository, there is a significant migration of moisture from
the water table upwards. The severe drop in moisture movement that takes place at the
repository level indicates a dry-out zone in the area surrounding the heat source.
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4.1.7

Seasonal Temperature Simulation
The Seasonal Temperature (ST) simulation holds the atmospheric parameters,

pressure, liquid saturation and air mass fraction constant at 86400 Pa, 0.00 and 0.9965
respectively, while maintaining a constant infiltration o f 11.6 mm/y at a depth of 9.4 m.
This rate was set to reflect a recent revision in the estimated moisture flux at the
repository level. The temperature, which is cycled over 1,500 y, starts off at a mean
atmospheric temperature o f 17.5 °C with a temperature increment o f 11.64 °C, causing
the seasonal temperatures to vary from a maximum o f 29.14 °C during the summer
months to a minimum o f 5.87 “C during the winter. No changes are effected at the water
table. A constant temperature o f 32.5 °C is used for the duration o f the run.
Two years, year 270 through year 271 are examined closely. Years 270 and 271
were chosen since, from the heat source simulation, it was found that the

m

a x

i m

temperature at a depth o f 45 cm occurred at this point in time (Figure 4.1.7).

u

m

As

previously mentioned, the interest in the 45 cm depth is a result of site research indicating
that this is the depth beyond which évapotranspiration no longer occurs. Year 270 is also
late enough in the simulation for the mountain to have reached a state of equilibrium,
since an analysis o f the plots revealed that the seasonal simulation came into equihbrium
after approximately ten years. The following plots provide a clear illustration of what
effects the seasonal changes in temperature will have on the hydrological performance of
the mountain.

As in the previous runs, the simulation is started from a state of

equilibrium.
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Figure 4.1.7(a) is a representation of the variation o f the temperature throughout
the mountain. The different graph lines each represent one-eighth o f the year, therefore,
all eight o f them come to represent one full year of the cycle. The results show that the
temperature effects do not propagate beyond the top 10 m. The greatest perturbance
occurs in the top 10 cm o f the mountain where the temperature is varying from a
maximum temperature of 28 °C to a minimum at 8 °C. As in the Diurnal Temperature
simulation, beyond the penetration depth of 9 m, the temperature stabilizes to a
temperature o f 17.5 °C. If the graph had shown the whole mountain there would have
been a slight positive slope as the converged line terminated at a temperature of 32.5 °C
at the water table.
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Figure 4.1.7(b) is a representation o f the thermal flux through the mountain. As
in Figure 4.1.7(a), there are no thermal flux effects below the top 9 m of the mountain
and its individual components follow a similar pattern to those of Figure 4.1.7(a).
Although there appears to be significant activity in the top mountain layers, beyond the
9m, the flux settles to a background geothermal value o f 0.2 W/m^.
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The variation o f the liquid saturation throughout the different rock layers due to
the effect of the temperature changes shows an effect to a depth o f only 20 cm into the
mountain as shown in Figure 4.1.7(c).
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Figure 4.1.7(c) Seasonal Temperature Liquid Saturation
through top 45 cm for year 270
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The liquid saturation continues to change throughout the mountain’s depth as a
whole, as is shown in graph 4.1.7(d).

This is due to the different rock properties.

However, the individual graph components, as a result o f the cycled seasonal
temperatures, converge at a depth o f 20 cm into the mountain.
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Figure 4.1.7(d) Seasonal Temperature Liquid Saturation for year 270
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The infiltration rate into the mountain was set at 11.6 mm/y at a depth o f 9.4 m
into the mountain. Figure 4.1.7(e) shows the water flux to a depth o f 15 m. From the
atmosphere to the point o f infiltration, the flux is at negative values which complies with
the sign convention. Water is being drawn out o f the mountain and into the atmosphere.
Once the infiltration source starts having an efiect at a depth of 9.4 m, the flux takes on a
positive value, indicating that there is a moisture flux from the component that houses the
infiltration source into the rock layers below it.
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Figure 4.1.7(f) is a magnification o f Figure 4.1.7(e) to a depth of 45 cm. The
different components begin to converge within the top 5 cm o f the mountain, and the
propagation effect continues to dampen out from there on. The negligible negative flux
value of -2.84E-14 Kg/s m^ indicates that there is no net movement of moisture between
the mountain and the atmosphere. The value of -2.84E-14 Kg/s m^ is a result o f the
computer system carrying many bits per each real number. Such a value is, for all
practical reasons, zero.
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As in Figures 4.1.7(e) and 4.1.7(f), the air flux has a minimal impact on the
mountain. Beyond the top 5 cm o f the mountain, the flux stabilizes at the net numerical
value o f - 2.84E-14 Kg/s m^, which for all practical purposes is actually zero. This
illustrates that the imposed seasonal temperature cycle on the mountain does not cause
any movement o f air between the mountain and the atmosphere.
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The Seasonal Temperature simulation graphs revealed that the greatest
penetration depth was effected by the temperature more than any other parameter
reaching a depth in the range o f 8 to 9 meters.
Using Stokes’ second problem as a basis for result verification, it was found that
using a frequency œ o f 1.9914E-7 rad/s (frequency of temperature swing over a period of
1 year), the penetration depth y, was found to be 8.78 m. This value correlates well with
the actual penetration depth (8 - 9 m) provided by the code.
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4.1.8

Seasonal Temperature with Heat Source Simulation
The Seasonal Temperature with Heat Source (SH) simulation holds the

atmospheric pressure constant at 86400 Pa, the liquid saturation constant at 0.00, the air
mass fraction at 0.9965, and a constant infiltration o f 11.6 mm/y at a depth o f 9.4 m. The
temperature is cycled on an annual basis for 1,005 y, starting at a mean atmospheric
temperature o f 17.5 °C with a temperature increment o f 11.64 °C, causing the seasonal
temperatures to vary from a maximum of 29.14 °C during the summer months to a
minimum o f 5.87 °C during the winter. The water table is held at a constant temperature
o f 32.5 “C for the duration of the run. The graphs produced illustrate the effect that an
emplaced heat source within the mountain, combined with a seasonally cycled
temperature file, will have on the hydrologie performance o f the mountain.
The plot in Figure 4.1.8(a) follows a very similar temperature profile to year 300
in Figure 4.1.6(c) o f the Heat Source simulation, indicating that the heat source has a
greater effect on the mountains’ properties than an imposed seasonal temperature cycle.
This comparison will be further discussed in section 4.2. There is a sudden temperature
increase to 98 °C within the top 100 m of the mountain. This is a direct reaction to the
heat transfer occurring from the emplaced heat source at a depth of 350 m. Beyond the
effect o f the generated source, the temperature dies down gradually and eventually
reaches the ambient 32.5 °C of the water table.
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Figure 4.1.8(b) shows the temperature starting off at ambient conditions (the
seasonal temperatures). The penetration depth effected from the imposition o f these two
scenarios (seasonal temperature cycle and emplaced heat source) is in the range o f 8 to 9
m. Below the top 8 m, the fluctuation dampens and the profile begins to closely follow
the 300 year temperature profile in Figure 4.1.6(c).
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The thermal energy flux graph is a dynamic representation o f the SH temperature
graphs , as it shows the movement o f thermal energy throughout the mountain as a
reaction to the heat source. Figure 4.1.8(c) demonstrates that at 270 y there is a net
outflow of thermal energy (-4.00 W) fi-om the mountain to the atmosphere. This result
was expected since year 270 is the time at which the subsurface conditions are most
affected by the imposed heat source scenario. The penetration depth o f 8 m is very close
to the one produced from the Seasonal Temperature simulation where the penetration
depth (as displayed in Figure 4.1.7(b)) was also in the range of 8 to 9 m.
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Figure 4 .1.8(d) portrays the liquid saturation values as a function of depth into the
mountain. The liquid saturation profile is a production o f the relationship between the
moisture content in the mountain and the reaction of the different parameters associated
with the different rock layers in the mountain.
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Figure 4.1.8(e) is a magnification o f the top 45 cm o f Figure 4.1.8(d) showing a
penetration depth within the range o f 20 cm. This is again comparable to the penetration
depth produced from the Seasonal Temperature simulation in Figure 4.1.7(c).
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Figure 4.1.8(f) is a plot o f the water flux within the top 45 cm of the mountain.
The different profiles begin to converge within the top 5 cm o f the mountain and the
propagation effect continues to dampen out below this depth. Once again, the negative
flux value o f -2.84E-14 Kg/s m" signifies that there is no net moisture flux
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As in the Seasonal Temperature simulation (Figure 4.1.7(g)), the air flux under
the combined effects o f a seasonal temperature cycle and an emplaced heat source, has
little effect below a depth o f 4.85 cm as shown in Figure 4.1.8(g) shows. Beyond the top
4.8 cm, the flux stabilizes at a net negative value o f -2.84E-14 Kg/s m^. This illustrates
that the imposed seasonal temperature cycle has no effect on the movement o f air into or
out of the mountain.
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Figure 4.1.8(g) Seasonal Heat Source Air Mass Flux for year 270
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4.2

COMPARISON OF SIMULATIONS 4.1.6,4.1.7 & 4.1.8
Graphs o f the pertinent parameters (temperature, thermal flux, liquid saturation,

water flux, pressure and air flux) were produced in the following pages, to evaluate the
impact of seasonal temperature cycles and emplaced heat sources on the hydrological and
thermodynamic behavior o f the mountain, by comparison of the heat source, seasonal
temperature and seasonal heat source simulations.
Three simulations were produced studying the effects that an emplaced heat
source and an imposed seasonal cycle, in three different combinations would have on the
behavior of the mountain. To be able to see which o f these scenarios have the biggest
impact on the mountains’ behavior, each parameter o f the three simulations was graphed
on a single scale.

The heat and moisture graphs in particular, are of paramount

importance since throughout this study the focus has been on observing the hydrological
and thermodynamic properties o f the mountain as it reacted to natural atmospheric
occurrences with and without the existence of a heat source.
Figure 4.2(a) describes the overall reaction o f the mountain to the different
scenarios imposed on it. There are three distinct profiles delineated in this graph. The
profile at the lowest end o f the temperature scale is the Seasonal Temperature Simulation.
The two profiles along the upper end o f the temperature scale are the Seasonal Heat
Source Simulation and the Heat Source Simulation. It is quite clear, that in terms o f
temperature, it is the presence o f a heat source that defines the path the profile will
follow.

The Heat Source Simulation and the Seasonal Heat Source Simulation are

practically superimposed upon each other throughout the mountain depth. Although the
Seasonal Heat Source simulation has the compounded effects o f the seasonal temperature
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cycle and the emplaced heat source, there appears to be little variation between the Heat
Source and Seasonal Heat Source profiles.
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Figure 4.2(a) Comparison o f Temperature Profiles for year 270
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Figure 4.2(b) is a similar representation, with the difference that it concentrates on
the top 100 m o f the mountain. Here the differences in the paths followed by the
different simulations are more obvious.

The lowest profile is that of the Seasonal

Temperature Simulation. The two profiles above it belong to the Seasonal Heat Source
Simulation and the Heat Source Simulation.

The concentration in this section is to

observe the behavior of the temperature parameter at time 270 y. The temperature profile
for the Seasonal Heat Source Simulation is slightly elevated over the Heat Source
Simulation.

Although Figure 4.2(a) illustrated that the Seasonal Temperature Heat

Source and the Heat Source profiles were apparently coincident on each other, it was
expected that there should be a temperature difference, due to the fact that the heat
sources in the two simulations were not identical. The difference in the two simulations
is apparent in Figure 4.2(b), demonstrating that the seasonal temperature cycle does have
a small effect on the temperature.
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Figure 4.2(c) is another comparison o f the different simulation temperature
profiles, this one showing the variation in temperature over time. The horizontal profile
is a time history of the Heat Source Simulation, while the two sinusoidal profiles belong
to the Seasonal Temperature Simulation and the Seasonal Heat Source Simulation
respectively. These profiles are a comparison of the three simulations at a depth o f 45 cm
over the two years 270 through 272. The sinusoidal profiles are a direct result of the
sinusoidal equation used to estimate the seasonal temperature cycle. The Heat Source
profile is horizontal without any sinusoidal curves because there was no imposed
temperature cycle on it. The Seasonal Heat Source simulation reaches higher maxima
and lower minima than the Seasonal Temperature Simulation profile due to the heat
source.
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Figure 4.2(d) provides the thermal fluxes for the three simulations.

The

horizontal profile belongs to the Heat Source Simulation which is at a constant at a value
o f 4.00 W implying a net outflow o f heat from the mountain and into the atmosphere.
This is the same value in Figure 4.1.8(c). The profile is a horizontal plot due to the lack
o f any imposed cyclic temperature variation on the moimtain in the Heat Source
simulation. The profile above it belongs to the Seasonal Heat Source Simulation, starting
off initially showing the effect o f the sinusoidal seasonal temperature cycle before
coming into equilibrium at the same value as the Heat Source Simulation at 4.00 W. The
profile below it belongs to the Seasonal Temperature Simulation, showing the same
seasonal pattern as the Seasonal Heat Source Simulation above it. Both eventually come
into equilibrium as the run time o f the simulation increases. Due to the lack of the extra
heat source in the fonn of the repository, the Seasonal Temperature simulation is at a
much lower energy level than the Seasonal Heat Source simulation.
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The liquid saturation profiles are of importance since they illustrate the
mountain’s moisture activity. Figure 4.2(e) shows that the moisture profiles more or less
coincide with each other until a depth o f 350 m, the repository location. At this location,
the different simulations show discrepancies. The highest profile, at a saturation level o f
0.9 belongs to the Seasonal Temperature simulation.

Since there is no imposed heat

source in this case, the saturation level does not react to the heat source. At the same
location, the two profiles superimposed on each other belong to the Heat Source
simulation and the Seasonal Heat Source Simulation at a liquid saturation level o f 0.3.
The profiles followed by each simulation fit in with the activity occurring in the
mountain. The term “saturation level” means the amount o f liquid in the component at
that point in time. The movement o f the profile throughout the depth of the mountain is
due to the characteristics of the different rock layers such as porosity, tortuosity, and
conductivity.

Since the rock properties are kept constant throughout the different

simulations, the different profiles follow very sünilar patterns. At the location o f the heat
source however, the dramatic changes that take place are expected. Since there is no heat
source in the top profile, the saturation level maintains a relatively high value. In the
other three profiles, due to the heat source at 350 m, a dry-out zone is created, causing the
saturation levels to drop sharply since the moisture in that zone has been driven off.
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The Water Flux graph shown in Figure 4.2(f) is a representation o f the movement
of moisture through the mountain. The profile that takes on a horizontal slant after the
first 9.4 m. until the water table belongs to the Seasonal Temperature simulation.
Infiltration into the mountain does not begin before 9.4 m and as a result, the sudden
increase in moisture causes this sudden increase in moisture movement. After the source
point at

9.4 m, the moisture begins to migrate downwards into the mountain at a fixed

value of 3.3E-7 Kg/s m^. The other two simulations with the heat source in place follow
similar patterns, with slight differences in value. They follow the same profiles fi'om the
atmosphere to 9.4 m and then there is an increase in moisture content to a value o f 4. lE-7
Kg/s m^ for the Heat Source and 4.0E-7 Kg/s m" for the Seasonal Heat Source at 150 m.
These values are higher than the flux for the Seasonal Temperature Simulation because
the existence of a heat source acts as a driving force for the moisture, moving it away
fi'om the repository and upwards towards the surface o f the mountain, while at the same
time, there is the infiltration at 9.4 m. This causes the moisture levels between 9.4 m and
the repository to be quite a bit higher than they would be in the case of just an infiltration
rate. In the vicinity surrounding the repository, the fluxes for the Seasonal Heat Source
simulation and the Heat Source simulation, suddenly decrease due to the existence o f the
heat source which causes the moisture to be driven off, both towards the top o f the
mountain, and also into the rock layers below the repository. Below the repository, the
fluxes increase, and at much higher values than in the layers above the heat source. This
is because the heat source is causing moisture to be driven into the rock layers below it,
causing an inflow o f moisture into those layers. The existence of the water table at a
depth of 700 m also has an impact on the values that the water fluxes attain, since
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moisture is being drawn from the water table towards the rock layers above it as a result
o f the moisture gradient that has been created by the heat source.

Heat Source Simulation

Seasonal Heat
Source Simulation
A. " 6 A

"A . " A

A

"A - A A A - A - A — A

—

A -j

-tl

: 3.00E-0'
Seasonal Temperature Simulator

200

- Heat Sourct
>
- Seasonal Heat Sourc"!
* Seasonal Temperatuc,

300
4CD
Vertical Z Direction (m

800

Figure 4.2(f) Comparison o f Water Flux Profiles for year 270
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Figure 4.2(g) immediately brings to mind Figure 4.1.6(e), the pressure graph of
the Heat Source Simulation. The lowest profile belongs to the Seasonal Temperature
Simulation while the two profiles above it belong to the Heat Source Simulation and the
Seasonal Heat Source Simulation.

As in the previous graphs, the Heat Source and

Seasonal Heat Source simulations are very similar to each other, with the profiles
perfectly superimposed on each other. This result supports the conclusion of the Diurnal
Pressure Simulation, which is that imposed diurnal or seasonal temperature cycles do not
have much o f an impact on the pressure.

11000D —

1Q8ÛQ0 —

Seasonal H eat S ource & H eat Source
Sim ulations superim posed on each other

1Q0ÛQD—
Heat Source
J
•Ej— Seasonal Heat Source t
■ü
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V ertical Z D irection (m

Figure 4.2(g) Comparison of Pressure Fluxes for year 270
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4.3

Summary
Table 4-2 Summary o f Results
Simulation No.

Name

4.1.3

Diurnal
Temperature

4.1.4

Effective Penetration
Depth
Energy Flux - 50 cm
Water Flux - 10 cm

Diurnal Pressure Water Flux - 0.5 cm
Air Flux - 0.5 cm

Net Flnx
Direction in top
45 cm
no net
movement
no net
movement

4.1.5

Diurnal
Temperature
Pressure

Water Flux - 0.5 cm

4.1.6

Heat Source

N/A

4.1.7

Seasonal
Temperature

Energy Flux -9 m
Water Flux - 5 cm
Air Flux 5 cm

no net
movement

4.1.8

Seasonal
Temperature
with Heat

Energy Flux -8 m
Water Flux - 5 cm
Air Flux 5 cm

net thermal flux
from mountain
to atmosphere
for first 10,000
years.

no net
movement
net thermal flux
from mountain
into atmosphere
for first 10,000
years

In the above table, the reference to an Effective Penetration Depth is with regards
to the parameter that showed a perturbance farthest into the mountain. The Net Flux
Direction refers to the Energy or the Water Flux.
The results showed that although there was significant movement of moisture and
heat out o f the mountain in the top layers, it was countered by an equal movement o f
these parameters into the mountain. This means that there is no net flux movement into
or out o f the mountain in the Diurnal Simulations.
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The Heat Source Simulation shows that there is a net heat flux o f 4.00 W/m^ out
o f the mountain to the atmosphere for at least the first 10,000 y o f the simulation, after
which, the mountain gradually reverts to a state o f equilibrium with no net movement o f
components into or out o f the mountain.
The Seasonal Temperature Simulation shows a similar pattern to the Diurnal
Temperature Simulation in that, there is no net movement out of or into the mountain.
The Seasonal Heat Source Simulation shows a similar pattern to the Heat Source
Simulation in that there is an initial movement o f heat from the mountain into the
atmosphere during the first 10,000 y of the simulation.
Although there is a movement o f heat out o f the mountain and into the
atmosphere associated with the emplacement o f a heat source in the mountain
(Simulations 6 and 8), the thermal energy is relatively small and affects subsurface
conditions during the first couple of hundred years only. Thermal energy reaches a
maximum value at 270 years after which it beings to propagate through the mountain,
gradually decreasing until the mountain reaches a final state of equilibrium.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSION
This thesis studied the effect that cyclic atmospheric parameters such as
temperature or pressure had on subsurface conditions at Yucca Mountain.
Seven simulations were created using the numerical code NUTT. The first model
was an equilibrium simulation.

The mountain was allowed to react to constant

temperature, pressure and liquid saturation atmospheric values and constant conditions at
the water table, until it came into equilibrium with these boundary conditions. Next, the
reaction of the mountain to changes in the atmospheric conditions was simulated.
On the diurnal level, three simulations were conducted. The Diurnal Temperature
Simulation studied the mountains’ reaction to changes in atmospheric temperature,
cycling from a maximum o f 22.5 °C to a minimum of 12.5 "C on a daily basis for a
complete year. It was found that there was a reaction to the temperature cycle to a depth
o f 50 cm into the mountain. No net heat or mass fluxes into or out o f the mountain was
measured.
The Diurnal Pressure Simulation cycled the atmospheric pressure from a
maximum o f 87280 Pa to a minimum o f 85520 Pa on a daily basis for a year. The results
showed that the pressure cycle penetrated to a depth o f 80 m into the mountain but
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produced no net effect on the flow o f heat, moisture or air into or out of the mountain
over the duration o f the cycle.
The Diumal Temperature Pressure Simulation cycled the atmospheric temperature
and pressure at the same maximum and minimum values as used in the previous Diumal
simulations.

No results of significance were deduced fi'om this simulation.

As

previously mentioned, the most significant result o f the Diumal Simulations was the
Temperature profile o f the Diiunal Temperature Simulation which produced a penetration
depth of 50 cm into the moimtain.

This result was computed analytically using the

equations of Stokes’ Second Problem o f the Oscillating Plate which produced a result of
45.96 cm.
The next simulation was the Heat Source Simulation o f a repository emplaced in
the mountain at constant atmospheric conditions. This simulation showed that there was
a significant outflux o f heat fi'om the mountain. A large heat pipe developed in the
mountain and it took approximately 200 years for the heat to reach the surface. The
thermal gradient did not reach the water table until approximately 3,000 y. It was found
that the surface temperature (as defined by the 45 cm depth) reached its maximum value
o f approximately 18.8 °C at 270 y.
The next model examined was the Seasonal Temperature Simulation.

The

atmospheric temperature was cycled from a maximum temperature o f 29.14 °C to a
minimum of 5.86 °C, for the duration o f a year, going through the four seasons, repeating
the cycle for 1,500 y.

Results similar to those noted in the Diumal Temperature

simulation were noted in the Seasonal Temperature Simulation. A penetration depth of
9 m into the mountain with respect to the temperature variation was noted compared to
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the 50 cm penetration depth of the Diumal Temperature Simulation.

The Seasonal

Temperature Simulation analytic solution using Stokes’ Second Problem, resulted in a
value o f 8.78 m for penetration depth.
The final simulation was the Seasonal Temperature with Heat Source Simulation.
This model simulated an emplaced repository in the mountain while imposing a seasonal
cyclic temperature varying firom 29.14 °C to 5.86 °C, run out for 1,005 y. The results
produced from this simulation showed a significant temperature perturbation within the
top 8 - 9 m of the mountain. At greater depths into the mountain, the temperature
responded directly to the heat produced firom the emplaced repository. In comparing the
thermal energy plots of the Seasonal Temperature simulation and the Seasonal Heat
Source simulation, it was apparent that the penetration depths were the same. However,
the perturbations for the Seasonal Temperature simulation came into equihbrium at a
value of 0.1 W/m^ while the perturbations within the top 8 - 9 m o f the Seasonal Heat
Source simulation came into equilibrium at a value of 4.00W/m^ with a net outflux of
heat fi’om the mountain within the first 10,000 y. In comparing the water fluxes for the
Seasonal Heat Source and Heat Source simulations, it is apparent that there is no
difference in the results produced.

This result indicates that the emplacement o f the

repository has no effect on the movement o f moisture into or out o f the mountain. In
both cases, there was no net flux between the mountain and the atmosphere.
In summary, temperature was found to have the greatest influence o f all the
atmospheric parameters evaluated that might affect the mountains’ subsurface
hydrothermal properties.

When comparing the Diumal and Seasonal Temperature

Simulations, it was apparent that the Seasonal Temperature Simulation had greater
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impact on penetration depth.

A repository emplaced simulation with a seasonal

temperature imposed cycle was shown to have the greatest penetration depth; this was
expected because o f the compounded effects o f the imposed seasonal temperature cycle
and the emplaced heat source at the repository location.

Although the effects were

greatest in the case o f a repository emplaced simulation, the net results indicated by the
thermal energy fluxes and water fluxes are o f little actual significance due to the small
numerical values o f the produced fluxes. One of the most prominent findings however
was that the emplacement o f the repository at a depth o f 1,000 feet did induce a surface
temperature rise o f approximately 2 °C within the top 45 cm of the mountain.
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APPENDIX A

AREAL MASS LOADING
To study the effects that an emplaced repository would have on the hydrothermal
properties o f the mountain, the areal mass loading must be tailored to the requirements of
the model. Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF) is adjusted to be proportional to a 1-dimensional
model o f the mountain.
Assuming that each SNF assembly contains 0.43 Metric Tons o f Uranium (MTU),
the areal mass loading is calculated as :

A

M

j i

1

acre J

0.43(M777/ assem bly) x no. of assemblies
Area{m~) x 2 A l\lx \.( T ^ (a c re s I m ~)

To determine the allocation factor that should be used in the NUFT calculation for a 1dimensional model that meets the Viability Assessment Design, we need to compute the
number of assemblies to use:
A M IX M T U Ia c re ) xA re a (m ~ ) x 2.471 IxlC T ^(a cre s/ m~)
no. o f Assemblies = -----------------------------------------------------------------------0.43 { M T U / assembly)

For a 1-dimensional radial model with a 1 meter radius and 360o symmetry, that is
consistent with the current Viability Assessment Design basis of 85 MTU/Acre:
107
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.^
S 5(M TU Iacre) x k x (lm ~ ) x 2.471 1x10 (a cre s/ m ~)
no.o/A s s e m b lie s = -------------------------" —;----------—-------------------0 A 3 M T U ! assembly

Carrying out these calculations, we arrive at a number o f assemblies of 0.1535, and thus,
the allocation factor used in the NUFT code is taken to be 0.15
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STOKES’ SECOND PROBLEM
The existence of a cycled atmospheric parameter (temperature or pressure) affects
the mountains’ hydrothermal properties to a certain depth into the mountain. This depth
called the penetration depth, y is calculated analytically using a variation of Stokes’
Second Problem of the Oscillating Plate to verify the codes’ results.
The thermal analogue to Stokes Second Problem is a condition v/here a variable
heat source at the boundary causes a sinusoidal temperature variation at the boundary,
analogous to the sinusoidal velocity variation at the plate boundary in Stokes Second
Problem, such that :
dT

k

a-r

dt

pc

By-

where:
k

and thus, the penetration depth, y, is:
y = .

n
ay
2a

Where:
T| = 4, dimensionless, defined per Wilcox, 1997
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The frequency o f oscillation/day in seconds:

( o = - ^ ^ = 1 .2 1 E - 5
86400

The frequency o f oscillations/season, in seconds:

(Û =

----- — -----=1.9914£ - 7
86400x365

The thermal difiusivity where k = thermal conductivity, p = layer density, Cp = specific
heat:

V=a

= ———
p Cp

-----------——---------------- = 4 .8 0 £ —7
(2.51E + 3)X8.47E + 2)

Thepenetration depth for diurnal cycle, (otherwise defined as Stokes’ layer, Wilcox,
1997):
77

(K

V2v

7]

4

2 1 E -5
[K IZZE

= 45.96cm

(4J.8 0 E -7 )
\22xx(4

\2 a

The penetration depth for seasonal cycle:

IE ~

V2v

f H
\2 a

'

I

^ 2 x (4 .8 0 E -7 )
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Ill

THERMAL FLUX CALCULATIONS
The background thermal flux values calculated in sections 4.1.6 and 4.1.7 utilized
the following equation:
K â J ’)

AL

where:
q=
k

the thermal/energy flux,

= thermal conductivity,

(A T )

= temperature difference between horizontal surfaces of layer,

AL =

layer thickness

For ease of calculation, AL was taken as the total mountain depth, 700 m, while an
average thermal conductivity for the whole mountain of it = 0.61 was used. AT = 15 °C
was taken as the difference in temperature between the atmosphere and the water table.
Using the above values, the background geothermal flux is calculated to be
approximately 0.2 W/m^.
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